No Mandatory Vaccinations and What Else Has President Trump Done For You This Past Week? Yes! 5.26.20

Great compilation!
Also affirms restoration of our Constitution and Republic!

Thanks to: truth@libertyzone.org <truth@libertyzone.org>
Sent: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 12:16 PM

Subject: Vaccination facts - No mandatory vaccinations... (And More!)

_Lindsay Marie Hillegas_ From: https://www.facebook.com/lindsayhillegas/posts/10156815884795683
May 24 at 2:07 PM ·

(NOT UP FOR DEBATE)

In just the last week, [Donald J. Trump](https://www.facebook.com/lindsayhillegas/posts/10156815884795683) has:

- **Made vaccines voluntary.** He affirmed that the coronavirus vaccine will NOT be mandatory but only given by choice to “those who want it.” “THE PRESIDENT: No, we’re looking for a full vaccine for everyone that wants to get it. Not everybody is going to want to get it.” Link: [https://www.whitehouse.gov/.../remarks-president-trump-vacci...](https://www.whitehouse.gov/.../remarks-president-trump-vacci...)

- He has stated that a vaccine might never be available and that America will reopen “with or without a vaccine,” hinting that he does not make the reopening predicated on a vaccine. [https://www.cnn.com/.../trump-vaccine-effort-coron.../index.html](https://www.cnn.com/.../trump-vaccine-effort-coron.../index.html) [https://www.cnbc.com/.../trump-downplays-need-for-coronavirus...](https://www.cnbc.com/.../trump-downplays-need-for-coronavirus...)


- **Cancelled the Democrats' H.R. 6666 bill, known as the Covid 19 TRACE Act that was the basis for Bill Gates' diagnosis and tracking project.** [https://thehill.com/.../498104-fda-halts-bill-gates-coronavir...](https://thehill.com/.../498104-fda-halts-bill-gates-coronavir...).
- Opened a complaint platform to report censorship on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. It was overrun with complaints. They got the evidence. https://www.cnbc.com/.../trump-white-house-solicits-complaint...

- Stopped (harmful 60ghz) Huawei 5G rollout nationwide https://www.cnbc.com/.../huawei-us-5g-block-after-trump-execu...

- Signed Executive Order for White House to take over all Electrical Grids: Which will include Internet servers, Broadcasting systems, Electronic systems. https://www.whitehouse.gov/.../executive-order-securing-unit.../

- Declared places of worship "Essential Services". Some mayors are fining people for going to church. 
  https://www.dailynews.com/.../trump-orders-governors-to-open.../


I understand that this can be confusing because the mainstream media is not telling you exactly what the effects are of certain executive orders, trump defunding the W.H.O and stopping Bill gate's testing program goes hand in hand with HR 6666 and ID2020, it will never pass congress because trump will never let it happen. a lot of the proof is not in mainstream media articles. gates, WHO and Fauci have all been indicted and sued. everything playing out is simply to show humanity the evil that was hiding under the covers. we are in a state of national emergency and trump has declared war time powers, the president's orders override anything that is color of law and goes against the constitution, it really IS that simple. https://www.aa.com.tr/.../trump-invoking-war-powers-t.../1771076.

Deprivation of rights under color of law: https://www.justice.gov/.../deprivation-rights-under-color-law

Our country is no longer USA INC., we have gone back to our original state as a constitutional republic! Any being operating under color of law will be held accountable as these laws are immediately null and void when held against the constitution.
the mainstream media does not report the 100% truth so even in the links I post to try and help "prove" to people that all of this is very very real and true, people that don't tune into the frequency of the words and use their truth meter to feel into what is true, will still need proof and I can't do anything to help that because that's a personal issue. (ALL THE ABOVE MAINSTREAM ARTICLE LINKS ARE NOT HERE TO "PROVE" ANYTHING, THEY ARE POSTED HERE TO HELP GIVE SUPPORT TO THESE CLAIMS. PLEASE UNDERSTAND THAT THERE IS NO "CREDIBLE" SOURCE TO PEOPLE WHO STILL THINK MAINSTREAM MEDIA ARTICLES ARE CREDIBLE SOURCES. THEY GIVE 1% OF TRUTH, IF THAT, SO IF YOU DONT THINK CERTAIN LINKS "PROVE" THE CLAIM, DO MORE RESEARCH INTO IT!)

if anyone comes on here with anger, hatred and ignorance, saying none of this is real, your comments will be immediately deleted and you will get blocked because I genuinely don't care if you don't agree or "see it".

I added all the links to every single claim and am continuing to do so.

Thanks!